
Outright Exemptions on 
import of goods by Advance 
Authorization holders / EPCG 
holders / EOUs – Strangled 
between uncertain destiny!!



Background

GST was announced in July 2017 calling it ‘Good and Simple Tax’. An unplanned introduction meant that several 
systems were not ready, and exporters specifically felt heat with working capital blockage1,2. In previous indirect 
tax regime, Advance Authorization (AA) holders, Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) holders and Export 
Oriented Units (EOUs) enjoyed upfront tax exemption, and also had an alternative settled process for claiming 
refund at output stage. 

There was a conceptual change at time of introduction of GST to minimize exemptions at procurement stage and 
allow seamless refund (wherever needed). Hence, to avoid complexities, AA holders, EPCG holders and EOUs 
were directed to import goods on payment of IGST only, avail input tax credit (ITC) of such IGST and claim refund 
at time of export of goods. However, since refund process at output stage did not get settled for several months, 
exporters faced huge working capital crunch, putting pressure on Government to provide early resolution. 

Solution implemented

Taking note of difficulties faced by exporters that significant working capital  remained blocked, GST Council in 
its 21st meeting set up a Committee on Exports for probing issues troubling export sector as well as providing 
suitable approach for helping this sector. There was discernment amongst exporters that Government would 
continue with concept of ‘paying GST first and refund later’. However, the need of the hour was to protect the 
industry and exports. 

Therefore, following two approaches were being laid and approved by GST Council in 22nd meeting held in 
November 2017:

• To allow exemption from IGST on import of goods by AA holders / EPCG holders / EOUs up to March 31, 
2018; and 

• To introduce E-Wallet Scheme for exporters functional by April 1, 2018. The E-Wallet scheme envisaged 
creation of electronic wallets for exporters and their suppliers, which would be credited with notional or virtual 
currency by Government. The notional / virtual currency would be used to make the payment of GST on goods 
imported / domestically procured so that their funds are not blocked. Refund on exports will be credited to 
E-Wallet so that the same is re-loaded.

Current status

Time and again, creation of E-Wallet Scheme is getting extended owing to multiple complexities and additional 
compliance requirements. Surprisingly, there is no news regarding operation date of this scheme as on date. 
Even in Union Budget for FY 2022-23, Government was proposing to discuss idea of introducing this scheme for 
encouraging exports3. However, any discussion around the same was conspicuously missing!! 

Further, exemptions introduced have been regularly extended on yearly basis for more than 4 years now, and 
exporters are settled with the process of claiming exemption on procurement stage. The same was not without 
it’s share of complexities. Disputes arose vis-à-vis simultaneous claiming of output stage refund with these 
exemptions, and special formulae was prescribed for claiming input stage refund when these exemptions have 
been claimed. But the exporters aren’t complaining and have developed comfort around claiming exemption at 

1 Exporters’ woes under GST: Working capital stuck as refunds not available | Business Standard News (business-standard.com)
2 GST refunds: Rs 10K cr stuck, small and medium exporters facing working capital crisis | Zee Business (zeebiz.com)
3 Trending news: Scheme: Government can give tax relief to exporters with ‘e-wallet’ - Hindustan News Hub



procurement stage rather than output stage refund. Another important change is that process to claim output 
stage refund has become very smooth. Exporters claiming such refund have praised smooth process and 
timeliness with which such refunds are processed. 

Clarity amiss 

With what all that has been achieved after initial hiccups, the Government seem to be uncertain about its game 
plan in future. In Budget 2021, Section 16 of the Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 was proposed to 
be amended to provide that refund at output stage will be granted to specific class of exporters or exporters of 
specified goods or services. No clarity was provided as to intent of this proposal or which exporters / goods and 
services will be covered. 

The next confusion has arisen on account of limited extension (of 3 months only) granted to IGST exemptions 
at input stage i.e. till June 30, 2022. All previous extensions to exemption were granted for 1 year. Hence, 
exporters need to ponder over as to why the above exemptions are being deferred this time for such a 
short duration?? 

One possible view can be that in light of overwhelming response received from exporters towards output stage 
refund, Government might be planning to return to initial plan of paying GST first and claim refund later. This may 
mean that input stage IGST exemptions may be done away with. Alternatively, Government may also be ready 
with E-Wallet Scheme and may be introducing this from July 2022. Clarity in this regard will be available once 
the minutes of 45th and 46th GST Council meetings are in public domain. Considering this incongruity and the fact 
that only two months are left, exporters need to be prepared well in advance for tackling liquidity crunch and be 
ready for all possible solutions. 
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